Oleic acid coated PbS/CdS QDs in toluene and with a 1S 0 absorption peak at 870nm were from NanoOptical Materials. A transmission electron microscopy image of QDs together with the corresponding size distribution is shown in Fig.S1 . Samples for single nanocrystal experiments were made by spin coating QDs on cover glasses pretreated with piranha solution, with sample preparation performed in a glovebox (MBraun Labmaster 130) under argon atmosphere with O 2 and H 2 O levels below 0.1ppm. For electron transfer complexes, samples were prepared by directly spin coating diluted QDs on TiO 2 films or Al 2 O 3 /TiO 2 . Adjusting the concentration of NCs and/or spin coating speed allowed control of QD density to less than 1QD/μm 2 . TiO 2 films were obtained by spin coating Titanium (IV) butoxide (Sigma Aldrich Inc) on glass cover slide in glove box (argon atmosphere) followed by annealing the film at 450° Celsius degree in air for 1 hour.
Materials and sample preparation.
Oleic acid coated PbS/CdS QDs in toluene and with a 1S 0 absorption peak at 870nm were from NanoOptical Materials. A transmission electron microscopy image of QDs together with the corresponding size distribution is shown in Fig.S1 . Samples for single nanocrystal experiments were made by spin coating QDs on cover glasses pretreated with piranha solution, with sample preparation performed in a glovebox (MBraun Labmaster 130) under argon atmosphere with O 2 and H 2 O levels below 0.1ppm. For electron transfer complexes, samples were prepared by directly spin coating diluted QDs on TiO 2 films or Al 2 O 3 /TiO 2 . Adjusting the concentration of NCs and/or spin coating speed allowed control of QD density to less than 1QD/μm 2 . TiO 2 films were obtained by spin coating Titanium (IV) butoxide (Sigma Aldrich Inc) on glass cover slide in glove box (argon atmosphere) followed by annealing the film at 450° Celsius degree in air for 1 hour.
Around 2 hour's hydrolysis was done in air before the thermal annealing. The thin Al 2 O 3 layer (1nm) was grown by the atomic layer deposition method on top of TiO 2 film.
Samples prepared in the glovebox were transferred onto a home built sample holder inside the glove box, air-tight sealed, then transferred to the microscope. Before optical probing, samples were purged with high purity N 2 for around 10 minutes.
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Atomic Force Microscopy on TiO 2 films.
The root mean square (RMS) of the surface roughness of TiO 2 films was obtained by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) with the use of an Asylum MFD-3D-BIO microscope. Figure S3 . AFM images for (a) TiO 2 thin film
Calculation of P (t on ) and P(t off ) probabilities.
Probability densities P(t on ) and P(t off ) were calculated according to published papers 1-3
with N i representing the number of on (off) events with duration time t, N i,total the total number of on (off) events, and Δt avg the average duration time between nearest neighbor event. Separation of on and off events was done using a threshold equal to the background signal plus three times the standard deviation with background and standard deviation estimated from PL intensity traces binned at 10ms. The material parameters were from 4-7 and are given in Table S1 . The mass m 0 is the freeelectron mass, m e and m h are the effective-mass of electron and hole respectively, E v and E c are the valence and conduction band. 
Calculation of fluorescence lifetime-intensity distributions (FLIDs).
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